The work of Fisher 1 and Buehler 2 discuss the importance of conditioning on recognizable subsets of the sample space. The stopping time is an easily identifiable divider of the sample space when considering group sequential testing. We present confidence intervals which are correct when conditioning on the subset of data such that a trial stopped at a particular analysis. Although these intervals may not be practical, they do have very desirable properties for observations which are highly unusual (given any value of the mean). In addition, they provide insight into how information about the mean is distributed between the two sufficient statistics. Conditional coverage probabilities are used as a way to compare the sample mean, stagewise, and repeated confidence intervals. However, none of these intervals outperforms the others when conditioning on stopping time.
Introduction
In medical and industrial settings a group sequential approach to hypothesis testing is often used as a method of ending an experiment as soon as significant results are observed 3 Here, we propose yet another confidence interval. This interval is based on ideas stemming from the work of Kiefer 8 who questions the classical approach of averaging over all possible results and Fisher 1 who stresses consideration of "recognizable subsets". Kiefer 8 and Berger 9 argue that in some cases the classical approach of averaging over all possible results gives incorrect perceptions about the amount of information that is given by the data. Certain characteristics of the data may give us some meaningful information about the parameter of interest which gets lost when averaging over outcomes that have not been observed. FUrther, Buehler2, Brown 10 , and Olshen 11 , in particular, discuss the importance of studying the behavior of confidence statements conditional on subsets of the sample space. Buehler 2 proposed these ideas in the context of betting strategies. Brown 10 demonstrates that the t-interval does not have correct conditional coverage when conditioning on the fact that the sample mean falls within some interval about zero. In fact, the coverage is uniformly below the stated level. Goutis and Casella 12 show how to use this information, about the sample mean falling within an interval about zero, to construct improved t inference from Student's t-interval. Similarly, Olshen 11 studied the probability that Scheffe's S -method interval covers the parameter of interest conditioned on the fact that a preliminary F-test rejects the null hypothesis. Recall that the S -method creates simultaneous confidence intervals for a number of parameters with correct coverage probabilities and is often used following an F-test that rejects the null hypothesis that all of the parameters are equal to zero. Here the "recognizable" subset of the sample space is all the possible values of the data such that an F-test would reject the null hypothesis. Olshen found instances where the conditional coverage probability was always less than the unconditional probability, i.e., the stated confidence. In the context of group sequential analysis, the stopping time naturally divides up the sample space into distinct subsets. Additionally, this is a natural conditioning set since, in a sense, conditioning on the stopping time is analogous to conditioning on the sample size.
An overview of the basic structure of group sequential tests is provided in Section 2.
Section 3 presents the conditional confidence intervals, giving a summary of their properties. Section 4 compares the conditional coverage probabilities of previously proposed confidence intervals. The questions asked in this section are: Do the confidence intervals display correct coverage probabilities when conditioning on the fact that we know the stopping time (which indeed we do)? Are these coverages uniformly above or below the stated confidence level? Do any of these intervals outperform the others as determined by conditioning on stopping time? Remaining discussion and conclusions are given in Section 5.
Basics
Group sequential allows the investigor to test a single hypothesis at multiple times during the course of the experiment, with the possibility of stopping early when significant results are observed. An overall pre-specified level of significance is maintained. Typically, there is a maximum period of time in which the experiment is to be conducted and the interim analyses are conducted at a few selected times, often equally spaced, during that period of time. Each interim analysis is usually conducted only after a large number of measurements have been accumulated.
For example, consider testing the null hypothesis that some mean is equal to zero, Ho : f-L = 0, against the alternative Ha : f-L =/= 0 based on observations which are assumed independently and identically distributed as normal with known variance a 2 • Let Xij represent the i'th observation during the j'th time interval. Further, assume that there are an equal number of observations (i = 1, ... , n) for each time interval and the maximum number of analyses allowed is m (j = 1, ... , m). In a group sequential test, n is usually large enough for u 2 to be considered known. To further summarize the data, let Y; = k Ei=l Xij· Note that theY; are independently and identically distributed since they are linear combinations of equal numbers of the independent and identically distributed Xij 's: More precisely, we assume so that Then, to further summarize the data available at each analysis k, let Sk represent the cumulative sum of these observed means at analysis k. These new statistics are no longer independent since each sk is the sum of the previous statistic sk- 1 The O'Brien-Fleming boundaries correspond to a horizontal boundary, which is to say that c1 = c2 = · · · = Cm = c. The spending rate ·which gives this approximate relationship between the critical values is 13
When m = 4, one can calculate c to be 4.048. Here, it is fairly difficult to reject the null hypothesis at the early analyses and thus is a more conservative set of boundaries.
Recall that when using any of these boundary conditions, the trial will be continued until either I Ski exceeds ck for some k = 1, ... , m or the final analysis m is reached. 
Observe that the statistics (T, S) are sufficient and form a curved parametric family.
Conditional Confidence Intervals
These conditional confidence intervals will be defined conditional on two elements.
Suppose that the sequential test is stopped at the t'th analysis, and the value of s is observed. Then given the time of the final analysis t and the direction of s away from the null value, an ordering of the sample space is defined as follows: 
That is to say, that with respect to f.L, these conditional probabilities are stochastically ordered.
For proof of this theorem, see Appendix 1.
Since the conditional probabilities are stochastically ordered with respect to f.L under these orderings, 1-a confidence intervals can be formed using the guaranteeing an interval method 16 • That is for s < -Ct, we can find a f.L L and f.Lu that satisfy
The coverage of (f.L L, f.LU) conditioned on the stopping time t and direction of s from f.LO will then be 1-a. Of course, these conditional intervals are also correct unconditionally.
As examples, these intervals were found using GAUSS 17 for the set-up previously described using O'Brien-Fleming boundaries and assuming that the trial ended at the first or second analyses. These intervals are given for a range of sjt values in Table 1 .
First, note that all previously proposed unconditional orderings, which will be disussed in part in Section 4, reduce to this ordering after conditioning on the stopping time. A troubling property of these conditional intervals is that for values of s which are close to the critical values, the intervals become extremely wide. A particularly unsettling example is when -c1 = -4.048 and (t, s) = (1, -4.5). In this case, the conditional interval ( -6.28, 3.58) has a width of 9.86. By looking at a few numerical examples, it is suspected that ass approaches the boundary, the conditional interval converges to an interval of infinite length. Observe that as s approaches -Ct, the numerator and denomenator of the conditional probability are converging to the same value. Thus in order to find the same difference in the conditional probability, one needs greater differences in the value of J.L, resulting in a confidence interval which is suspected to converge to an interval of infinite length. The conditioning proposed here leads to conditioning on all of the information that is available about the parameter when sis close to the boundary.
Also, when the null hypothesis that the mean is equal zero has been rejected and the value of s is close to the boundary, the null value will be included in the conditional
interval. An example of this can be seen in the numerical example given in the paragraph above.
In Thus, the conditional intervals behave well when an improbable result is observed.
However, they become quite wide when sis close to the boundary.
Conditional Coverages of Usual Confidence Intervals
Having discovered that it is difficult to control conditional confidence using a direct construction, we next consider conditional properties of previously proposed confidence intervals in the group sequential setting. As discussed in Section 1, we are still interested in studing the validity of these inferences, conditioned on the recognizable subsets defined by stopping time. As in Brown 10 
The Calculations
Suppose a particular confidence interval, which is formed at following the t'th analysis is given by CT(t) = (SL(t), Su(t)). The conditional coverage probability can be written, applying Baye's rule, as (
where
More specifically to calculate the conditional coverage probability for each of the intervals, evaluate where is negative. Thus, the coverage at fl = -1 will be very close to one (not exactly due to the small chance that the trial ends with a positive sample mean). For the Sample Mean intervals, these coverage probabilities range from zero to one as well. When fl is close to zero and t = 1, 2, 3, the coverages are exactly zero for the same reasons described for the Stagewise intervals. For t = 4, the coverage is greater than 1 -a at fl = 0. As fl gets large, the coverage at analysis t = 1 converges to 1 -a. The coverages at analyses t = 1, 2, 3 converge to zero. They are never exactly zero due to the construction of the interval relying on probabity calculations from all 4 analyses.
The sudden changes in direction for the coverage probabilities for the Sample Mean intervals result from transitions of the quantity 1\k = min(s/t x k, -ck) from -ck to s ft x k. In each case, the Pocock boundaries result in greater coverages for values of the mean fl which are small than when using the O'Brien-Fleming boundaries.
Although, even here, the coverages for values of fl very close to zero are zero when the experiment is terminated early. On the other hand, the Pocock boundaries result in coverages which go to zero much quicker as f1 gets large, fort> 1. Now, consider the third type of interval mentioned. Repeated confidence intervals
were not designed to be used as terminal intervals. However, one proposal discussed is to use the RCI intervals in conjunction with the appropriate stopping rule 6 . It is likely that under these conditions, the final confidence interval calculated would be reported at the end of the experiment with other results, and thus take on the stature of a terminal interval. For the experiment presented previously, suppose that the study was stopped as soon as the hypothesized null value of the parameter did not fall inside the interval. This would correspond to running a sequential study under a stopping rule that "spends" a in the same way that the Repeated Confidence Intervals do.
These coverage probabilities (see Figure 3) performed in a manner similar to those from the Stagewise and Sample Mean confidence·procedures. However, the conditional coverage probabilities did attain at least 95% for a larger interval of values of 1-L at each stopping time. This is probably due to the fact that the intervals from the Repeated Confidence Interval approach are wid~r than those from the other approaches.
Note that in general, the unconditional coverages of the RCI intervals are correct when they are used as terminal intervals, i.e., when they are formed upon termination of a sequential trial due to rejecting the null hypothesis based on pre-specified boundaries. When 11 equals flO, the unconditional coverage is equal to 1-a::, that is the probability of accepting the null hypothesis. This is apparent by observing that J.Lo is always included in the interval when the null hypothesis is accepted and the null hypothesis is accepted (1- 
A Bayesian Approach
Suppose that in general, we expect the mean to have a tendency to be close to zero.
We could model this prior belief by placing a normal prior distribution (with mean zero and variance T 2 ) on the mean of the sampling distribution. The size of the variance for this normal distribution would reflect the strength of our belief that f.L is close to zero. If one was quite sure that the mean was fairly close to zero, one would choose a small value for T 2 . If one was relatively unsure, then one would choose a large T 2 .
Here we calculated the Bayesian coverage given stopping time with T 2 = 2.5, 5, and 10. These coverages were calculated only for the situation where the stopping rule is completely dependent on the data. They were claculated for all three confidence intervals, the Stagewise, the Sample Mean, and the RCI intervals, using the O'BrienFleming boundary conditions. The bayesian conditional coverages are found in Table 2 .
It appears that as T 2 gets larger, for analyses two through three, the average coverages get smaller. At analysis one, it is reasonable to assume that the average coverage approaches the stated unconditional coverage of (1 -a)%. This is be- given that the normal with variance r 2 equal to 2.5, 5 or 10 accurately reflects one's prior belief about the mean p, the Sample Mean intervals would be prefered over the other two kinds terminal intervals.
Discussion
Recent work in group sequential analysis has produced a number of confidence intervals to be used in various contexts. The most commonly used procedures and hence, the ones presented and examined here are the Stagewise and Sample Mean terminal procedures and the Repeated Confidence Intervals procedure. We have shown that the confidence levels of these intervals conditional on the stopping time are extremely erratic. When it is believed that the mean is moderately close to zero, Bayesian calculations showed the Sample Mean interval to be preferable over the Stagewise and RCI intervals.
AB an alternative, we proposed intervals which were correct conditional on the stopping time and the direction of the sample mean away from the hypothesized null value. It was shown that these intervals also make more sense intuitively for unlikely results, that is, they seem to make better use of the information which is known at the time the experiment stopped when sis far from the boundary.
Of interest is the observation that all of the orderings that have been proposed, the stage-wise ordering, the sample mean ordering, the likelihood ordering, and the score function ordering all reduce down to the ordering proposed here, when they are conditioned on the stopping time. Thus, the arbitrariness of these orderings is removed by conditioning.
It appears that the amount of information contained in each of the sufficient statistics, t and s, can be thought of as differing depending on the actual value of (t, s).
When the observed value is close to the boundary, t appears to contain most of the information about the mean J.t. This reasoning stems from the observation that the conditional intervals become extremely wide when s approaches one of the critical values. Also, there seems to be more information about the mean in s when s is far from the boundary. The unconditional intervals, placing too much emphasis on t, do not seem to take full account of this information. In some sense, it seems as though aid to any inference.
APPENDIX 1
Proof of Theorem 1:
Proof of statement 1 of Theorem 1.
Observe Confidence Intervals
